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ABSTRACT

GLOBALIZING THE CURRICULUM

A Workshop

Eugenia Allen-Schmid
July, 1993

61obal1zing the Curriculum is the design for a workshop for high
school history and social studies teachers. The written project includes a
description of how the workshop has actually been presented and a
discussion of how it may be presented again.
This workshop focuses on the following:
1.

Why a global approach is important and the goals for taking this
approach.

2.

Problems and concerns teachers have incorporating a global approach
and how these can be overcome.

3.

Specific teaching strategies for globalizing the curriculum.

4.

Resources available for global studies and how to access them.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION
It is important for teachers to realize that they are intermediaries links between their students and remote people and places. It goes
without saying that the more expertise a teacher has regarding the
culture and/or country to be studied the better. Yet teachers
frequently find themselves saddled with subject matter that is no
less novel to them than to their students. (Wheeler &
Clifford, 1979, p.79)

On the one hand teachers see the need for more global education but,
on the other hand, are insecure with the content and lack confidence
in the ability of social studies teachers to teach global education
adequately. (Chaniot, 1988, p.23)

A global curriculum is an idea whose time came some time ago but
one which has been inadequately implemented. (Passow, 1989, p.25)

The last decade has seen a strong movement away from the
traditional Eurocentric high school history curriculum towards one
embracing a more global perspective. Eager to appear politically correct,
and often mandated by the state, schools are hastily attempting to infuse
their history programs with a more international and multicultural
approach. While the intention is laudable, the actual achievement of this
globalization is dubious due to the lack of both support regarding teacher
training and the acquistion of appropriate materials.
The background of most history and social studies teachers is
Eurocentric and few are prepared to teach effectively about Africa, Asia,
and Central America C Chaniot, 1988 ). Further hindering the infusion of
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global studies into the curriculum, few schools have the materials
necessary to supplement the standard Eurocentric textbooks used in most
high schools. The result is often a fragmented and haphazard addition of
superficial units on developing countries into the regular curriculum
which fails to give students the integrated perspective of the world
desired and can in fact create greater racism and insensitivity (Epstein &
Ell is, 19921.

PURPOSE OF PROJECT

Faced with a myriad of materials, goals definitions, and curriculum
possibilities, most teachers are daunted by the prospect of implementing a
global approach to their regular courses (Chaniot, 1988). Without at least
some initial expert guidance and encouragement teachers can easily
undermine the development of such a program through simple inertia. The
key to the realization of global education in the curriculum is to win over
the staff by providing them the training and materials they need to teach
more globally with confidence, skill, and enthusiasm.
To help address this need I have developed a three hour inservice
workshop for high school history teachers on globalizing the curriculum.
This workshop provides a basic foundation to understanding and
implementing global studies by focusing on the following areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The goals and concepts of global studies.
Potential problems and how they can be overcome.
Some teaching strategies to be employed.
Curriculum possibilities and course outlines for units on Africa,
Asia and Latin America.
5. An extensive listing of resources and supplementary materials.
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SCOPE OF PROJECT

It must be pointed out that global education is a vast topic and that
this workshop is only a basic introduction and not meant to be an
exhaustive course on the subject. It is intended that teachers w i 11 use the
information provided as a foundation upon which to build and develop
their own expertise in the field.
Although this workshop is designed for high school history or social
studies teachers I do not wish to imply that global education should be
limited to this area. On the contrary, a global perspective should ideally
permeate all subjects and all age levels, both elementary and secondary in
order to most significantly impact children (Morris, 1974).
I am confident that given the proper training, support, and resources,
teachers will rise to the task of globalizing the curriculum. This
workshop is intended to assist schools in meeting teachers' needs so they
can attain the goal of global education in both word and deed.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Euro-centric: 1. A view of the world maintaining Europe or the West as
its center. 2. The study of history limited to a European or Western world
perspective.

Global Studies or Education: According to Tye and Kniep ( 1991) global
education includes:
... studies which involve learning about those problems and issues
which cut across national boundaries and about the interconnectedness of systems - cultural, ecological, economic, political and
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technological. Global education also includes learning to understand
and appreciate our neighbors with different cultural backgrounds
from ours, to see the world through the eyes and minds of others;
and to realize that all peoples of the world need and want much the
same things. (p.47)
Globalize the curriculum: 1. To infuse the curriculum with an

awareness of global concepts and issues such as interdependence, change
and conflict as well as develop an empathy for and knowledge of other
cultures.

2. To move away from teaching a Western perspective of the

world, past and present, to a global one.

CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A review of the literature concerning global education reveals the
dynamic nature of the topic. Variations on definitions, goals, and
curriculum design are as numerable as the authors, although the most
recent materials tend to reach more of a consensus. In this chapter we
will examine: the definitons and goals of global education, the need for its
inclusion in the curriculum, suggestions for curriculum development and
implementation, the status of teacher training, opposition to the inclusion
of global education in the curriculum, and various teaching strategies
promoted by those in the field.

DEFINING GLOBAL EDUCATION

That global education is in as much of a constant state of evolution as
the world it purports to study is apparent in the literature. There are
innumerable definitions of global studies, some emphasizing one
particular element over another depending on what particular goal is being
pursued. Despite the diversity of definitions and goals, however, nearly
all include the elements of interdependence, change, complexity, and
multicultural understanding, with interdependence emerging as the
predominant theme (Ramler, 1991).
Tye and Kniep ( 1991) promote the idea that global education is about
"recognizing our increasing worldwide interdependence and developing the
ability to perspective-take" (p.49). Their primary goal is to build citizens
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for the 21st century by helping students learn to see "through the eyes,
minds, and hearts of others" (p. 47). They call for the creation of a
"cosmopolitan culture" within the school by consistently exposing the
students to many different points of view and experiences.
The attributes of "cosmopolitans", graduates of the school system
who will be able to live in the 21st century, are eloquently described by
Berman (quoted in University of San Francisco, 1988 ) :
A quest for a way to refer to persons with a commitment to the
well-being of the whole human race led to the Greek word,
·cosmopolitan·. This signifies a citizen of the world, a person free
from local, provincial, or national prejudices, one with empathy for
many kinds of human differences. Characteristics associated with
this new type of human are ... open-mindedness [and having al sense
of responsibility. Cosmopolitans care about what happens to their
fellow human beings and they participate actively in efforts to
improve the world. (p. 6-7)
UNESCO's agenda for international education includes human rights,
freedom, peace, and cooperation; aims and purposes central to the United
Nations charter as well as tenets of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.
For many educators global literacy is the goal. As Governor Waaihee
of Hawaii explains it, global literacy is an:
understanding of culture, language, geography, history, and current
events ... it means being able to see the world in new ways and
appreciating other points of view as well as we understand our own.
It means being a world citizen. (quoted in Hall, 1990, p. 607)
A U.S. senator, echoing Governor Waihee·s call for the
fostering of world citizenship, recently said "as a nation and a
government, we must see that America's future is inextricably tied to the
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fate of the qlobe" (quoted in Hall, 1990, p. 606). The infusion of
international perspectives in the curriculum, according to Woyach and
Remy ( 1989), can help break down the now artificial boundary between

learning about the world and learning about our own society, again
promoting the theme of world citizenship.
Woyach and Remy ( 1989) stress the need for an integrated
understanding of the world and liken it to an architect's drawing of a
complex office building. The different rooms on the drawing provide
recognized places into which students can place new information they
learn about the world. The drawing as a whole is vitally important
because it shows the relationship among the different rooms; in other
words global studies provides an integrated frame of reference which
students need if they are to see the relationships among discrete events or
make informed decisions about complex international issues.
Of all the various definitions of global education, Hanvey captures the
essence of them best when he describes global education as:
learning about those issues that cut across national boundaries and
about the interconnectedness of systems, ecological, cultural,
economic, political, and technological. Global education involves
perpective taking, seeing things through the hearts of others; and it
means the realization that while individuals and groups may view life
differently, they also have common needs and wants. (quoted in
Ramler, 1991, p. 45)

THE NEED FOR GLOBAL EDUCATION

There is a general consensus among educators about the need for a
global perspective in the curriculum. Innumerable educational, national
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and international institutions are on record for urging, if not demanding,
such a development, including the National Council for the Social Studies,
the National School Boards Association, the Association for Supervision
and Curriculum Development, and UNESCO (Caporaso & Mittelman, 1988).
Why has global education gathered such momentum in the last two
decades? Several events have made it evident that Americans are in need
of a global shot in the arm, including the U.S.' decline in international
economic dominance, the crisis of our educational system in general, the
continuing technological revolution resulting in a smaller, more
interconnected world, the changing role of the U.S. in the post cold war
era, and the numerous environmental problems facing the world. All this
has revealed an America ill-prepared to cope with the 21st century,
primarily due to our poor knowledge of, and interest in, the world beyond
our borders.
Americans have historically been less interested in the rest of the
world because of the vast population and size of the U.S., its rich
resources, economic dominance, and geographic isolation. Although
research shows that the large majority of Americans believe the world is
growing increasingly interdependent, far less than half feel that political
or social upheavals or economic conditions in poor countries affect them
(Hamilton & Roberts, 1989). Researchers Moddie, Hess and Torney (quoted
in Kobus, 1983) found the U.S. was the only country in which students
"exhibited substantially less interest in the discussion of international
political topics than domestic politics" (p.22). Jones (Kobus, 1983)
confirmed these findings. As Meisler ( 1990) so aptly puts it, "despite a
half-century of leadership of the free world, the U.S. is still the most
provincial industrialized power on earth" (p. 30).
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This lack of interest in the greater world is reflected in and
exacerbated by our limited curriculum regarding the promotion of a global
perspective. The study of foreign languages and cultures is seen as a frill.
Consequently only a few thousand American students study Russian while

millions of Soviets study English (Ramler, 1991 ), and more people study
English in China than speak English in the U.S. (Hall, 1990).
The global ignorance of Americans has been painfully documented in
several recent surveys. Hall ( 1990) cites a recent nine-nation survey
conducted by Gallup focusing on geographic knowledge. College-age
Americans knew the least about geography of any age group in any of the
countries. In 1988-89, the National Geographic Society asked 11,500
adults in ten countries to identify 16 sites on a map. Americans scored an
average of little more than half correct. Sixty-eight percent of Americans
could not find Vietnam on a map; 53 percent failed to locate Britain; 23
percent could not find the Pacific Ocean and 14 percent were not even able
to correctly label the United States. Americans ranked last among all
those aged 18 through 24 in the survey (Meisler, 1990).
This vacuum of competency both in foreign languages and the
knowledge and understanding of other cultures has led to the loss of North
America's competitive edge in the world of international economic trade
and diplomacy. Business representatives find it difficult to function
effectively in markets they don't understand, and policy makers,
understanding little of the cultural and historical forces that shape world
events, are constantly battling crises after they break out instead of
averting them in the first place (Meisler, 1990). As Hall C1990) says:
"Tomorrow is not our only problem. Each day we pay a political and
economic price for our inablility to understand and to communicate with
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our global neighbors" (p. 606).
Long after the concepts of" global village" and "spaceship earth" have
become cliches, the United States must finally face the implications of a
small, interconnected and fragile world by infusing the school curriculum
with a global perspective. As the literature reveals, there is a clear need
for global education in American schools, for, as Ramler ( 1991) puts it,
"our well-being now depends on collaboration and understanding" (p. 45).

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION

The main problem in the field of global education according to Kobus
( 1983) is one of definition and conceptualization of the topic and the
implementation of effective programs based on this conceptualization.
Those educators designing a global curriculum most understand the
difference between global and international education as opposed to a
global perspectives approach. The two former subjects denote
independent subjects, whereas the adoption of a global perspective
does not entail a new course or the extensive redesigning of the
curriculum, but rather the infusion and integration into the
curriculum at all levels of an awareness of emerging global concepts
such as change, conflict, communication, and interdependence. (p. 21)
This choice of designation is a significant one because it is the point
of divergence in defining the field and therefore in planning curriculum,
programs, and teacher inservice training. Becker ( 1982) agrees that this
lack of differentiation has led to problems of goal setting and
implementation.
In their world studies curriculum guide, Woyach and Remy ( 1989)
claim that the major problem with global studies is there is no generally
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accepted and teachable approach. But Kobus ( 1983) explains this problem
is to be expected in such a new field where change is often imposed from
the top with little preparation for the individuals who are required to
implement these newly conceived programs. In the last few years,
however, a few approaches to the global studies curriculum seem to
have gained support from others in the field.
One such approach, designed by a committee of the ASCD
International/Global Education Commission, suggests the following
principles for a global curriculum:
... that all teachers and students have opportunities to learn about
and work with individuals whose ethnic and cultural backgrounds are
different from their own; that global studies should be viewed as
cross-disciplinary and should start at the earliest levels of
childhood; that the curriculum should reflect the interdependence
with other nations and the role of the United States in a global
economy; that the changing role of nations in the world system be
included and the importance of international organizations, and
finally; that the changing role of the United States in world affairs
be emphasized. (Ramler 1991, p. 46 l
l<niep ( 1986) developed a framework for global education comprised
of four elements found consistently throughout the literature. These
organizing elements, which he hopes to serve as a "map" for those
concerned with program development and implementation are:
1. The study of human values; primarily the universal human values
which "transcend group identity and the diverse values that define group
membership."
2. The study of global systems; the global economic, political,
ecological and technological sytems in which we live, with a special
emphasis on the interdependence of everyone within these systems.
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3. The study of global problems and issues such as development
issues, the environment, and human rights as well as an inquiry about the
causes, effects, and potential solutions to these problems.

4. The study of the history of contacts and interdependence among
peoples, cultures, and nations.
Vocke ( 1988) states that an examination of the global education
literature reveals at least four varying approaches categorized as global
education: the traditional approach, the world-centered approach, the
world order approach, and the single issue approach. Although all four
approaches examine the "efficacy of the present political alignment of
nation-states," there are important differences between them requiring
different teaching and learning strategies and curricular
recommendations.
The traditional approach endorses the idea that any course containing
international content can be labeled global education. Both foreign policy
studies and area studies fall within this category. In the world-centered
approach, according to Vocke ( 1988), a more all-encompassing study of
mankind is advanced. This view stresses the links that draw together the
world's peoples and cultures; interdependence becomes the focal point. In
addition, world-centered proponents advance objectives "designed to aid
students in acquiring the skills necessary for responsible citizenship not
only at the local and national level but also in the international arena" (p.
19).
World order studies, the third of Vocke's approaches, teach that the
present state of the world is characterized by ideological, economic, and
political cooperation and conflict involving a variety of global players.
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"World order studies seek to create a climate favorable to drastic change
in the international system by opening up the classroom to the study of
radical proposals for changing the character of the existing system" (p.
19).
Finally the fourth approach, the single issue approach, examines
issues which are seen as a threat to the survival of mankind such as
nuclear war, global poverty, world hunger, and population growth.
In Remy and Woyach's Approaches to World Studies C1989), five global
education courses are outlined in detail:
1. World history.
2. Western Civilization.
3. Historical Cultures. (Anthropology)

4. World Geography.
5. International relations.
In all of these, with the exception of international relations, more
traditional, and western-centric courses have been permeated throughout
with a global perspective, thus preventing the need for the adoption of an
entirely new course. In this handbook global education curriculum is
presented in a very detailed manner, demonstrating the fact that the field
is indeed coming of age. The curriculum designs presented here were
developed and critiqued by a wide variety of experts in global education
and provide perhaps the most practical plans for global studies curriculum
so far published, indicating that at last a consensus may be reached as to
what constitutes curriculum for global education.
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STATUS OF TEACHER TRAINING

Global studies teachers act as intermediaries between their students
and remote people and places. The literature supports the idea that the
more expertise teachers have regarding the culture and/or country to be
studied the more effective their teaching is (Wheeler & Clifford, 1979).
Unfortunately, many teachers designated to deal with global studies find
the subject matter no less novel to them than to their students.
Universities and colleges preparing teachers are not reflecting the
new move towards the inclusion of a global perspective in the class room.
Because of the Eurocentric orientation of these institutions there are few
role models for teachers to follow (Gonzo, 1993). Furthermore, few teacher
certification programs in the United States offer coursework in global
education or require knowledge of teaching strategies which may be used
to help students achieve a global perspective (University of San Francisco,
1988).
In 1980, the Council on Learning in cooperation with the Educational
Testing Service (University of San Francisco, 1988) carried out a study of
3,000 undergraduates of education focused primarily on determining their
understanding of issues, concepts, and specific information pertaining to
the world and their competency in promoting a global perspective in the
classroom. The mean score for seniors was 50.5 out of I 00. Other studies
have found that students in the U.S. are relatively more knowledgeable
about domestic politics than about international politics (University of
San Francisco, 1988).
The Council on Learning study off erect several cone lusions based on
the results of the test:
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1. If increased global awareness and knowledge is desired then
intellectually more able students must be recruited into the
education major.
2. Building an international perspective into a variety of courses
taken by large numbers of students appears to be important.
Discussion on an informal basis in class is not enough. Students
appear to need both content and some attempt to contextualize or
integrate. This is much better suited to training at the undergraduate
level than inservice training.
3. It appears to be useful to increase student's interest in regularly
informing themselves about what is going on in the world by reading
the newspaper or exposing them to other media dealing with
international news. (University of San Francisco, 1988, p. 22)
Research conducted at Florida International University (University of
San Francisco, 1988) to assess the impact of the Global Awareness
Program in Dade county identified an overall positive attitude toward a
global education among social studies teachers in the local schools but
pointed out:
the lack of appropriate instructional materials as the most
substantial obstacle to the growth and development of global
education in the schools. Teachers see the need for more global
education ... [but are) insecure with the content and lack confidence
in the ablility of social studies teachers to teach [it] adequately.
(p. 23)

Another finding of the Florida study was the difficulty teachers had
in making decisions regarding content to be taught, particularly as global
issues tend to change over time. The vacuum of sufficient guidelines
regarding content often results in teachers relying almost exclusively on
textbooks, yet Karp (quoted in University of San Francisco, I 988) has
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found that a textbook that adequately presents America's place in the
world from a global perspective has yet to be written. Wheeler and
Clifford C1979) point out that the teacher must decide what content will
be omitted or what particular culture will receive in-depth treatment, and
these decisions are based on the teacher's background, knowledge, and
experience.
All this points to the need for better teacher preparation at the
undergraduate level. Yet what of inservice training for those already
teaching and now expected to include a global perspective in their
courses? The 1iterature documents that the U.S. is far behind other
industrialized countries in this area. Canada, on the other hand, has
recognized the need for such teacher training and has made it a priority in
recent years. The Alberta Global Education Project, begun in 1987, helps
teachers learn and then teach about the critical issues facing humanity
(Tye & Kniep, 1991 ). The project improves teaching practice through
workshops and courses designed for and by teachers. One of the priorities
of the project is to aid teachers in identifying places to infuse a global
perspective into the existing curriculum and provide them with the
materials and techniques needed to do so.
Although the United States lags behind most other industrialized
nations regarding global education the last few years have seen a surge of
new training courses and workshops on the topic as well as clearinghouses
and institutions whose sole purpose is to promote the the development of
global studies and aid in the distribution of information and materials to
be used by teachers. Some of these institutions are: New Jersey
Consortium for Global Studies, Global Perspectives in Education, Global
Education Center, and the Social Science Education Consortium.
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One notable program specifically addressing the need for training in
global studies is the Center for Teaching International Relations (CTIR),
established in 1968 at the University of Denver. CTIR publishes
supplementary classroom materials, organizes a global education network
and offers courses for teachers (Caporaso & Mittelman, 1988).
Clearly there is room for further development in teacher training and
inservice in the United States, but the literature reveals a growing
momentum in the development of such programs which, if maintained, will
aid in more effective implementation of global education.

OPPOSITION TO GLOBAL EDUCATION

According to Vocke ( 1988) one problem which cannot be overlooked
nor underestimated is the opposition to global education generated largely
by the conservatives due to a misunderstanding of its goals. It is feared
by some that global studies promote liberal and leftist thinking and seek
to eliminate patriotism.
In a review of the literature, Nelson (quoted in Kobus, 1983) concluded
that:
... schooling all over the world promotes patriotism either directly
or indirectly. Furthermore, in the process of fostering national ism,
other nations and other peoples to varying degrees become the
·enemy·. Thus, patriotism becomes linked with chauvinism to become
a major obstacle to the formation of a global perspective. A sense of
global interdependence, or a global perspective, is perceived to be
incompatible with a sense of national identity and patriotism. (p. 24)
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In 1985 a report entitled Blowing the Whistle on Global Education
(Caporaso & Mittelman, 1988), was written on several groups, including
CTIR, the Institute of International Education in New York, the University
of Hawaii's East-West Center, and the Bay Area Global Education Program
in San Francisco, organizations regarded as typifying institutions
promoting global education. The document condemned the programs as
encouraging "moral relativism", maintained that global education
materials lack balance and translate into a "hard left", and that the value
clarification that is encouraged is an invasion of the privacy of the
traditional family (Caporaso & Mittelman, 1988).
Conservatives in communities all over the country have accused the
global studies curriculum of promoting communism, atheism, and
anti-American ideas. Caporaso & Mittelman ( 1988) find these attitudes
against global education are often linked to religious fundamentalism.
The practical world which the global educator tries to understand is
filled with complexity, competing values, and tradeoffs, whereas
fundamentalism is more comfortable with absolute truths. Moreover,
there is a sense in which the global educator's attempt to explain and
understand different cultures can be erroneouly perceived as moral
justification. (p.40-41)
Ramler ( 1991) concurs with this view, contending that Americans
fear that global awareness subordinates our own national values, political
beliefs, ideologies, and practices to that of other nations. He points out,
however, that there need never be a conflict between global understanding
and national values and interests. Global education is not about the
dissolution of our values, but rather the promotion of understanding and
tolerance of other beliefs; tolerance which according to Caporaso and
Mittelman ( 1988) includes a "willingness to critically examine other
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cultures ... [and hold) as a working principle that no one has a monopoly on
the truth" Cp. 43). Vocke C1988) feels that the condemnation of global
education will continue as long as there is no comprehensive,
self-contained definition and analysis of what global education is all
about.
There is no doubt that global studies is controversial and will remain
under attack until the field is better defined and a greater awareness and
understanding of its goals are disseminated throughout the larger
community. Schools need to take leadership in fostering a dialogue with
parents and concerned citizens addressing their fears so the controversy
can be laid to rest.

TEACHING STRATEGIES

Global studies is seen by many teachers as yet one more thing to add
to an already overloaded course. Because lectures are thought to be the
most efficient way to transmit information, and because the lecture
method is the traditional mode of teaching in the social sciences,
particularly at the secondary level, it is relied heavily upon in global
education (Woyach & Remy, 1989). Lecturing may be an efficient means of
transmitting information, but that information is absorbed passively and
is aimed primarily at the cognitive domain. Yet implicit in the definition
of global education is the development of empathy and understanding for
other people and the values and perspectives they hold, feelings and
emotions found in the affective domain which are not reached effectively
through lecture.
Little Soldier ( 1989) says, "It is a truism that education must have
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personal meaning for students" (p. 162). And because in global education
students are exploring people and places that are so far away from many
of their own experiences, it is all the more important for them to
internalize the information so they really can learn to "see through the
eyes, minds, and hearts of others." How best to achieve this?
Morris ( 1974) argues that active involvement of students in the
learning process is the key to global education. Woyach and Remy ( 1989)
concur with this idea and feel instructional strategies involving greater
student participation are more conducive to student learning, retention
and motivation. A study done on the effectiveness of a variety of global
education programs found that non-textbook, activity oriented lessons
were the most effective (Kobus, 1983). As Morris ( 1974) puts it, "Children
must be actively involved if their new insights are to take root" (p. 676).
There are innumerable teaching strategies put forward in the
literature which promote this sort of active learning. King ( 1974)
advocates the use of case studies. In case studies, students are provided
with information and data and then, through i ndivi dual or sma 11 group
inquiry, the students arrive at their own conclusions instead of being told
by a teacher or textbook what to think.
One of the major advantages of case studies, according to King, is the:
sense of immediacy and the element of drama that lend a vital degree
of ... identification, so often lacking in social studies material. It
is often even worthwhile to sacrifice some factual evidence in order
to gain a sense of immediacy and involvement. (p. 657)
Case studies can lead to role-playing, creative writing, and
exploration of how the case study relates to the student's life and
experiences; activities which will move the class closer to internalizing
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the meaning of terms such as global interdependence and multiculturalism
(King, 1974).
Wood ( 1974) strongly argues for experiential learning strategies as
the most effective method of developing in students the concept of

interdependence. "An understanding of this theme at both the
affective and cognitive levels is critical to the development of global
consciousness" (p. 665). Wood's experiential learning strategies include
role-playing, simulation games, and a variety of "student involvement
activities" such as a "hunger meals" and community service.
One powerful teaching strategy employing active learning is the
"Links Program" developed by Chartock ( 1991 ). In this program the goal is
to integrate global and multicultural perspectives into existing social
studies curricula by enabling students to discover relationships between
their own towns and developing nations. By making
phone calls, visiting businesses, and interviewing people in the local
communities innumerable connections between the local community and
the larger world are revealed.
The rewards of such a program are:
1l Motivated students - for whom learning becomes meaningful
because they can see connections among the disciplines;
2) Motivated students - for whom learning becomes relevant because
they can see the connections between what they are learning in school and
real people, places, and issues in their own communities;
3) Motivated students - who become socially responsive citizens
interested in knowing and working with their neighbors on local projects
to make a difference in the quality of life in the community they all share.
< Chartock, 1991, p. 52)
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At the very least, claims Chartock, the "links" approach fosters global
awareness and help students of all ages learn more about their community
and themselves. And at the very most, such a program "can provide the
foundation for developing socially responsible individuals who recognize
that step one in solving problems is to see themselves connected around
the globe, members of the same human family" (p. 52).
Cooperative learning is another strategy which can be used to enhance
both global and multiculural education and encourages active learning on
the part of students. Little Soldier ( 1989) points out that cooperative
learning is particularly effective in the teaching of Native Americans and
students of other cultures in which competition does not play a central
role. "We in American education are so programed to view learning as an
individual - indeed, a competitive - activity that we tend to overlook the
value of group methods for reaching individual goals" (p. 163).
A teacher using cooperative learning will design teams composed of
students of mixed ability and different backgrounds. These teams discuss
problems, make decisions, teach and encourage each other, working toward
a common goal. In a cooperative classroom the teacher serves as a
resource, guide and catalyst. In a cooperative classroom there is more
noise and movement, as well as greater student autonomy and less
reliance on the teacher as the font of knowledge, a situation which
quarantees student ownership of the learning process and a real
understanding of the concept of interdependence.
Few of these strategies are new to education. What may be new,
however, is their application to increasing students' awareness of the
world and their role in it. In reviewing the literature it seems clear that
global education is most effectively taught by employing strategies which
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help students experience, feel, and involve themselves with the larger
world around them, thus engaging both the cognitive and affective
domains.

CHAPTER THREE

PROCEDURES

Between 1984 and 1989 my husband and I taught at the International
School of Moshi (ISM) in Tanzania, East Africa. During those years I taught
both African and world history as well as global studies to children from
36 different countries with religious backgrounds ranging from Sikh, Hindu
and strict Islam to Catholic, Protestant, Buddhist and avowed atheist. The
students· skin colors were everything from the darkest black to the most
pale white and for most of them English was a second or third language. It
was in this diverse setting that I was literally thrown into the essence of
global education.
Although I had a BA in International Studies and had traveled, lived,
and taught in Europe nothing prepared me for such a profound multicultural
experience. The incredible variety of values, backgrounds, and beliefs
forced my own world perspective to continually open up and evolve. No one
point of view could ever be assumed. Toleration, open mindedness, and
respect for different points of view was the basic modus operandi at ISM.
Living in a very poor, underdeveloped country, most of us far from our
home countries, we depended on each other for both material and
emotional support - much like a microcosm of the larger interdependent
and fragile world.
The content and format of my workshop is thus fundamentally based
on my own personal experience of teaching global studies and history
overseas in a multicultural classroom. It was in Africa that I developed
and refined my own curriculum and teaching strategies for global studies
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and became committed to its promotion back in the U.S ..
Upon returning to the U.S., while enrolled in graduate school at
Central Washington University, I focused as much as possible on the issue
of global education in the courses I took and in all my research and reading
I also networked with my overseas colleagues to exchange ideas
concerning curriculum possibilities and teaching strategies for inclusion
in a workshop on global education.
When we moved to Kalispell, Montana, I talked to local teachers,
students and administrators about general social studies requirements,
course outlines, textbooks and materials currently used by the district
and their goals for the future regarding global education. The results of
this discourse confirmed my perception of the immediate need and desire
for teacher training on globalizing the curriculum and helped shape the
content of my workshop.
The format of the workshop was based on several workshops I had
attended in the past, largely on counseling and drama, which I found
particularly effective in informing and involving the participants. Several
activities were included to provide a hands-on experience with the
teaching strategies promoted in the workshop which involve both the
cognitive and affective domains.
I returned to the CWU library and conducted an extensive research
effort on written material concerning global education. Numerous articles
and books on teaching strategies and curriculum for global education were
located as well as studies documenting the need for inservice workshops
such as I was developing.
Ultimately I fused my own experience and teaching style with
information learned through classwork, research, workshops, and
interviews to create a workshop on globalizing the curriculum.

CHAPTER FOUR

A WORf<SHOP ON GLOBALIZING THE HISTORY CURRICULUM

I. SLIDES OF THE WORLD

The workshop begins with a slide show presenting ten slides from
around the world accompanied by ethnic music (Appendix 1). This activity
sets the participatory and global tone of the workshop, serves as an ice
breaker for the participants, and is an example of an activity which can be
used by teachers to help bring a global perspective into the classroom.

II. DEFINING GLOBAL STUDIES

The slides of the world are used as a basis for group discussion on the
definition and goals of global studies at their school. There are no set
answers although it should be made clear to the group that there is a
difference between infusing the curriculum with a global perspective and
establishing separate global studies courses.

111. INTRODUCTIONS

At this point I present my educational and international background as
well as the general outline and purpose of the workshop. The participants
introduce themselves and share what they hope to learn from the
workshop.
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IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND PRESENTATION ON GLOBAL EDUCATION

Using the chalk board to record answers and important points, the
group is asl<ed to discuss the following questions:
1. Why move toward a more global curriculum?
2. What concerns do you have about a global ized course? (i.e. Do you
feel weak in certain areas? Do you have the materials you need?)
3. How will a world history course infused with a global perspective
be different from what you are currently teaching?

V. REASONS FOR A GLOBAL CURRICULUM

The discussion above should be followed with a brief presentation on
the need for globalization in the current curriculum, covering those points
not brought out by the participants themselves. The reasons should
include:
1. A global perspective is mandated by the state.
2. It is part of the movement toward cultural sensitivity and
multicultural education.
3. It ls necessary as a part of preparing our students for citizenship
in an increasingly small, interconnected, and interdependent world.

4. Because of deficiencies in our students· knowledge of the world.
National Geographic's survey of geographic literacy is presented
here along with other data citing the poor knowledge of foreign affairs,
history, and geography demonstrated by students of the United States
(Appendix 2).
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VI. PROVIDING A GLOBAL FRAMEWORK

Although there are numerous approaches toward global education
there are some common themes and goals which can be found throughout
the literature which, when incorporated into a traditional history
curriculum, will provide a more global framework (Appendix 3).

1. Developing a world perspective.
Students need to develop a larger picture of the world, the diversity
of people, and the values they hold. They need to see themselves as one
part of an interdependent, interconnected world.
A. Workshop participants go through the "Cosmic Calendar" exercise

at this point, an activity which can be used in the classroom to help give
students a sense of the "big picture"; a new perspective of the world and
their role in it (Appendix 4)
B. One impediment to the expansion of our world view is the
perpetuation of myths about other people. Inaccurate assumptions and
generalizations can lead to fear, hatred, exclusion, apathy; the "us versus
them" syndrome. To overcome these destructive misconceptions, teachers
must undertake the process of "myth busting" by going beyond
generalizations and textbook presentations of people and cultures and
providing our students with primary documents, case studies, and critical
thinking skills which help separate myth from fact.
To demonstrate the myths that teachers hold, workshop participants
are asked to share the first words which come to their minds when they
hear the words "Africa," "Arab," and "Communism". When the words shared
are listed on the board, it may become clear that we draw skewed and
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sometimes destructive conclusions about foreign people and places if we
rely only on these generalizations as a basis for our decisions;
generalizations which many of our students assume are true because of
what is presented in the media and, all too often, in the classroom.

2. Promoting global issues.
At a national conference on "Strengthening High School World Studies
Courses" in 1984, Robert Woyach and Richard Remy were given the mandate
to design a handbook for global studies which would help curriculum
planners conceptualize and organize their courses. Although their book
presents several different methods of organizing world studies courses
they focus on five common themes which are included in all of them:
A. Interdependence

B. Uneven development
C. The complexity of world problems

D. Social and historical change
E. Historical perspective
All of these themes are defined and discussed by the workshop
participants so they have a firm grasp of these fundamental concepts.
(Room is left on the workshop packet pages for individuals to take notes.)

3. Preparing students to be responsible, active global citizens.
One theme critical to global education which has also been a
traditional goal of the social studies, is the fostering of citizenship
among students. This goal, clearly laid out in the preamble of the National
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Commission on Social Studies C1989), requires "... social studies courses
in our schools to cultivate participatory citizenship and encourage the
growth of independent, knowledgeable young adults ... " (p. 5).
One potential problem that global studies teachers must be cautioned
about is that when presented with the concepts of complexity, world
problems, and uneven development, students may begin to feel hopeless,
which can lead to indifference and apathy about the world. To combat this
problem it may be helpful for teachers to stress the slogan "Think
globally, act locally" - a slogan which fits in beautifully with citizenship
in the 21st century.
In exploring ways to act locally, Robert Terry's "Emerging Pluralist
Model" is an effective tool for classroom discussion as well as personal
reflection about how we act publicly on our values (Appendix 5). This
model demonstrates the theory that "if you aren't part of the solution you
are part of the problem" and can be used as a springboard for the promotion
of active citizenship.
After drawing the model on a chalkboard, workshop participants are
encouraged to fill in appropriate terms in each of the four squares, along
with specific examples. For instance, in the top left corner the word
"racist" might be suggested, with "Hitler" as a specific example. The term
used by Terry is then written, in this case "bigot," with discussion
following. The Passive/Non-Oppressor square elicits quite a vigorous
response and, as a class lesson, could be used as the basis for individual
student essays on personal experiences of bigotry.
The "Emerging Pluralist Model" also serves as an introduction to the
important concept of cultural pluralism and how it clashes with the
"melting pot" theory; a natural tie-in for a U.S. history class studying the
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history of immigration to the United States.
Cultural pluralism should be briefly defined. Gollnick and Chinn
( 1988) define it as "the existence of ethnic and cultural diversity in the
United States and the right of individuals to maintain their ethnic identity
while sharing a common culture with Americans from many different
national backgrounds" (p. 24). The workshop participants are then asked to
create and share their own metaphors for the concept. For instance, one
metaphor which illustrates cultural pluralism is a woven rug. In a
culturally pluralistic society each culture adds its own color, uniqueness,
and texture to the larger society, thus creating a colorful, diverse, and
strong whole while maintaining its own integrity and individual identity.
This exercise helps promote an understanding of cultural pluralism.

VI I. TEACHING STRATEGIES

Teachers can use the following teaching strategies to help globalize a
traditional history course, to project the "big picture" in our classroom,
whether it be U.S. history or western civilization (Appendix 6).

1. Post holing.
Postholing is when the teacher focuses on one particular issue, event,
or person in order to add depth and color to the standard chronological
overview approach. To add a more global dimension to their curriculum
teachers may choose issues or people from Africa, Asia, or Latin America
as their posthole subjects.
Unfortunately, many teachers have weak backgrounds in these areas
so it is important to begin simply; focusing on one event or person and
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slowly but deliberately increasing expertise about the developing world.

2. Tying the past to the present.
Traditional history classes can also be globalized by tying the past to
the present by using an issues or theme approach. These tie-ins between
the past and the present can be used as the subject of homework projects
or papers if time does not permit the activites in class. This strategy has
the added benefit of making history come alive for the students, enhancing
the internalization of the information.

3. Drawing parallels.
Drawing parallels between local and national events with those in
other countries is an excellent way to globalize a U.S. history course. One
might compare, for instance, the American Revolution with independence
movements in Africa or India; or Jim Crow laws and the civil rights
movement with South African apartheid or Palestinian rights.
Workshop participants are now given five to ten minutes to list some
parallels they could present in their own classes which would add a global
dimension to their curriculum. These ideas are then shared and discussed
as a group.

VIII. ACTIVE LEARNING TACTICS

One problem with infusing the curriculum with a global perspective is
that it seems to add yet one more thing to an already overloaded agenda.
Where can teachers find the additional time to teach these new lessons?
How can teachers unfamiliar with developing countries and global issues
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find the time to learn and plan effective lessons about them?
Certain issues and themes must be highlighted while others are
diminished in importance or eliminated if there is to be enough time. This
requires difficult decision making on the part of the teachers, especially
since familiar topics must be dropped to make place for unfamiliar ones.
The adoption of a concrete department curriculum makes this process
easier for individual teachers.
An easy trap to fall into is to lecture; it takes the least amount of
class time, it is a familiar format, and the teacher maintains control.
However, this passive learning style is not the most effective way to
teach. Retention of the information is poor, particularly in the long term,
and lecturing does not involve the students in higher order thinking skills
such as analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. It is estimated that 95 percent
of the teaching which goes on in the social studies classroom involves
simple recall (Taylor, 1992). Furthermore, passive learning rarely touches
the affective domain; information is not internalized or felt, something
which is critical if students are to develop empathy and understanding for
others around the world.
Active learning is one way of effectively dealing with the problem of
unfamiliarity with the new areas included in a global curriculum. The
students themselves are involved in the learning process and the teacher
is no longer relied upon as the sole source of information; teachers can
learn along with their students. Active learning is fundamentally based on
higher order thinking skills so retention is greatly enhanced, information
is internalized, and learning in both the cognitive and affective domains is
promoted.
There are an infinite number of active learning tactics which can be

employed in the classroom (Appendix 7). Before describing any of them
further the concept of active learning is most effectively introduced
by playing a simulation game.
At this point all workshop participants play "The Poverty Game"
(Sprinkle, 1980), a simulation game illustrating how the unequal
distribution of wealth throughout the world promotes a cycle of poverty
and how difficult it is to break out of that cycle (Appendix 8).
A debriefing takes place after the game concerning what people
learned, felt, and observed during the game. The importance of debriefing
after any simulation game is then discussed and other ideas for simulation
games are shared with the group.
The participants' attention is drawn to a list of further teaching
tactics which are discussed by the group. In addition to the "Poverty
Game", a short narrative by a Vietnamese refugee is included in the packet
as a specific example of material which can be used in the classroom
involving active learning (Appendix 9).

IX. TOPICS AND KEY CONCEPTS

To aid the teaching of topics relating to global studies, Africa, Latin
America, and/or Asia, outlines of suggested topics, issues, and key
concepts are included in the workshop packet (Appendix 10). During the
workshop the outlines are presented and participants are encouraged to
ask questions or add comments. These outlines are an excellent resource
for postholing, drawing parallels and/or tying the past to the present in
order to infuse a traditional history course with a global perspective.
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X.RESOURCES

There is a wealth of material available for infusing courses with a
global perspective. Aid agencies, specialized educational institutions, and
global education centers offer everything from complete, detailed unit
qui des to videos, maps, computer software and individual case study
packets. An extensive list of these resources is provided at the workshop;
this paper lists a few of the most useful (Appendix 11 ).

XI. WORKSHOP EVALUATION

An important concluding activity is the gathering of feedback from
the participants on the strengths and weaknesses of the workshop so
improvements can be made and incorporated into future presentations
(Appendix 12). Participants are asked to share with the group one thing
they learned from the workshop. Evaluation sheets are then distributed to
the group and time given for its completion before participants leave.

)

CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY

The idea for a workshop on globalizing the curriculum grew out of my
teaching experience overseas where I was introduced to the importance
and excitement of global education. Upon returning to the United States I
was pleased to learn that global education was being promoted, and in
many cases, mandated in American schools. It soon became clear to me,
however, through observation, reading, and conversations with students,
administrators, and teachers, that although the concept of global
education was being promoted there was a real lack of practical support
being offered to teachers regarding how to put global education theory into
practice. Schools are still largely devoid of clear curriculum guides, lack
appropriate teaching materials, and perhaps most importantly, few
teachers have a background in the global issues and concepts they are
being asked to teach.
With this in mind I designed a workshop specifically tailored to meet
the needs of teachers seeking more information regarding the practical
aspects of incorporating a global perspective into their traditional history
classes. In the workshop the fundamental concepts and themes of global
education are introduced, as well as specific approaches to curriculum
development, teaching tactics, and an extensive resource list of
supplementary materials focused on global studies.
The workshop was successful. The participating teachers were
enthusiastic about the activities I involved them in and readily joined in
the discussions included throughout the workshop.
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Although all of the teachers agreed that infusing the curriculum with
a global perspective was necessary, most of the them shared concerns
about their ability to teach about developing countries and planned on
incorporating some of the activites introduced in the workshop in their
classes. All of the participants were particularly interested in the
resource list and key concepts guideline included in their packet and found
them to be very useful.
During the evaluation at the conclusion of the workshop everyone
shared their appreciation for the information presented and expressed
their desire to participate in another follow-up workshop on global
education. The workshop met my goals of increasing awareness about
global education and its infusion into the traditional curriculum.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on what I have learned from the preparation and presentation
of this workshop I make the following conclusions:

1. The infusion of a global perspective into the curriculum is
necessary in the preparation of our students; critical to their becoming
active, responsible citizens of the 21st century as well as competitive,
empathetic, and cooperative members of the world community.
2. The adoption of a more global curriculum is a positive and
necessary move by our schools, but is currently being poorly implemented.
3. Teachers lack the training to effectively teach global education
and need in-service training, appropriate supplementary materials, and
curriculum guides.
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4. An in-service workshop on global education is an effective tool for
helping teachers gain confidence and a sense of direction in adding a global
perspective to their teaching.
5. Once given the practical support they need, teachers are excited
and eager to teach more globally.
6. Global education is most effectively taught through the use of
active learning techniques. Through the use of such experiential learning
higher order thinking skills and the cognitive and affective domains are
involved; enhancing students· retention and internalization of the
information presented.
7. Attitudes and perceptions towards others in the world can be
changed and positively affected through the infusion of global
perspectives in the curriculum; empathy and a sense of interconnectedness
with distant people and places can be fostered.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. An introductory global studies in-service workshop necessarily

covers a lot of ground. To help teachers in the most practical way I would
recommend an entire day be spent on the workshop; this would allow for
not only the basic concepts and ideas behind global education to be
introduced but also the various options of curriculum design to be
thoroughly discussed and understood by the participants. Having a
workshop of this length would leave the participants with some very real
tools with which to shape and put into action their own global agenda.
2. A follow-up workshop should be designed to work on the
development of specific curriculum guidelines as well as facilitate the
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sharing of teacher's experiences regarding the globalization of their own
classes since the last workshop - their successes, failures, and plans for
the future.
3. Similar workshops at both the introductory and more detailed
levels should be given to teachers of all subjects and grades in order to
promote the development of a more integrated approach to the infusion of
a global perspective in our schools.
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APPENDIX 1

J

\

LOCATION - as specific
as oossible.

EVIDENCE USED

SLIDES OF THE WORLD

Objective: To involve the students in defining the subject of global
studies(or world history), to stimulate their curiosity about other people
and places and to cultivate an awareness of the importance of evidence
and how it can be misinterpreted.
Materials: A few slides from various countries, a slide projector and
screen and worksheets for the students.
1. Hand out worksheets and explain how to fill them out.
2. Show s 1ides.
3. Break students into groups.
4. Explain that each group must come to a consensus on the slides
locations, using their evidence to back up their argument.
5. Have the groups list the evidence used in their decision making on the
cha 1k board.
6. Use this list of clues to come to a definition of Global Studies.
7. Reveal actual locations of the slides and discuss how easily we can
make inaccurate assumptions .
8. Give out prize to the group with the most accurate answers. *(optional)
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APPENDIX 2

Please note: Contents of appendix 2 were redacted due to copyright concerns.

EDUCATION

Lost on the Planet Earth

CONNI JC LULU

NEWSWEEK/AUGUST 8, 1988

u
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APPENDIX 3

)

A GLOBAL FRAMEWORK
Creating t/Je ffBlg Picture·

1. Developing a world perspective
The cosmic calendar
Myth busting
2. Promoting global issues
INTERDEPENDENCE of the world, presently and historically.
UNEVEN DEVELOPMENT. The relationship between the less developed
countries and the developed countries.
COMPLEXITY of world problems and the futility of simplistic
solutions.
SOCIAL AND HISTORICAL CHANGE. That tt1e world is a
constantly c1·1anging environment.
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. Understanding the historical origins
of our contemporary world.
3. Preparing students to be responsible, active global citizens.
The Emerging Pluralist Model.
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APPENDIX 4

COSMIC CALENDAR

')
.. imGgine the fifteen-billion-year lifetime of the universe (or at
least its present incarnation since the Big Bang) compressed into the span
of ,:i single yeer. Then every billion years of eerth history would
correspond to ebout twenty-four deys of our cosmic yeer, (lnd one second
of that year to 475 real revolutions of the earth ebout the sun.
Cosmic chrono l gy is presented below in three forms: a list of some
representetive pre-December dates; a calendar for the month of December;
,:ind a closer look et the late evening of New Year's Eve.
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APPENDIX 5

)
THE EM ERG I NG PLURAL I ST - A vvorl d citizen model
by Robert Terry

ACTIVE

OPPRESSOR

NON-OPPRE'3SOR

PASSIVE
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)

TEACHING STRATEGIES

1. Postho ling -

2. Tying past to present -

3. Drawing parallels -
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APPENDIX 7

)

Interviews
T1melines
Artwork

Think of going beyond regular schedules and routinesWhole world week
Join classes together
Evening activities
Presentations for other classes or the community
Field trip

TEACH I NG TACT I CS

Debate
Role play
Writing or reading plays
Poetry
Music
World literature
Video segments
Simulation games
Food faires
Creative writing
Newspaper Writing
Writing a letter or diary in character
Model U.N. - debate and research
Research papers
Oral reports
Audio-visual presentations
Guest speakers, teachers, foreigners, experts,etc.
Team teaching
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APPENDIX 9

11sc·d l1.1111111cis :111d k11ives lo drive the boat people who were
kll i1110 the 1•.·a1cr to swin1 to shore. As a result, one or these
p,·ople lost his lil"c (a Catholic priest, around 25 years old, the
yu1111ger lirolher or Dau lluy Hoang) so that 43 were left.
Afler that, 12 more pirate boats came to the island.
In all there were over a hundred pirates who bullied us with
h;1111111ns and r"rccd the girls and women into the bushes aml
01110 1ucks to dishonor them. Those who resisted were bea.
1,·11 ,cverl'ly. ~Jany or the girls were abused collectively, in
,·v,,ry dclcslal>le anti painful manner, as they scream.cu and
faint,·d while· the pirates shrieked in delight, pouncing on
th,·ir like wild animals. When they were finished with their
r,a11H·s, th,· pirates lert the girls where they were and swam
back tu th,,ir boats. We took care of the girls and led them tu
hidi11g plac;:·s to escape the beasts.
Thus, 77 of us lived in the "hell on earth" of Ko Kra
Jur 15 days. Ewry day(nighl as well as daytime), another
band ,,r holl"ible black-faceu devils came looking for some
pitiful Vietnamese woman to rape. If they couldn't find
what they wanted, tl1ey beat the men and children cruelly to
~l'I th,·111 tu 1,,vcal the hiding places.
•
lksicks this torture, we suffercu also from constant
hu11~cr a11d thirst. To keep oursdvcs alive, we had to drink a
black, turbid water, slinking or rotten leaves that we urcw
110111 a wl'll we ourselves uug. The spot was the old site of a
wdl that had g"ne had long ago below a fuel shed for a light!1<llbc". lluii11g the time ;i,e were on the island, it was the dry
sc•a,;"11 SCl ;ilJ the gulleys were dried out and all !hat WC could
li11d wnc th,· Jlaltc11ecl sto11cs and jagged coral. We used
·,a11cl. rn,cil ancl slo11cs to form a small water container lo act
'" a t"iltl'I", but uur well water didn't come out much cleaner
a11cl ii 11,·vn l"sl th,· smell. Even this strudurc was altacked
i>y th,· pirat,·s-,·ach gang that came ashore knockeu it clown
.111,I d11g tlcruugh the pieces, searching for golc.1, silver, jewelry,
"J1a1c1·cr. that tlcey thoug.l1t might be hie.Iden in the sane.I and
c,ll·al. t >ur 111e11 also had to swim' out 200 or 300 meters lo
ii-:)! the pi1ates for !"nod to keep us alive. A J"cw neaily
dcm1·11,·cl, clue to thdr extreme exhaustion, while making this
,11i11>. tr till' pirates were satisfied.with their pleasurc-sed:ing
tic .. ii th,·y had Jouncl women 011 the island}, they would give
'" ., [,it ul ,i,·.- ancl lisle. anti ii" they hadn't been SUCC"esst"ul in
1lh·i1 ~!.111H:·;, tli1..·y gave us nothing. Truly, thesc were savage
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and wicked men.
Shortly before 110011 011 ·Mar. I, we were sputtccl by
an American plane. They parachuted down some food and
water, plus a walkie-takie so we could rn111mu11icale witl1
them. But the radio hadn't been wrapped and when it lanclcd
it hit the rocks of a waterfall and wrecked, so we couldn't
call anyone.
It wasn't until the afternoon of Mar. 3 that the Thai
police picked us up and took us to Pak l'ha11a11g. The womc11
coulu hardly walk at that lime, due to hunger and exhaustion
anu the degradation they hall endured for 15 days. The rest
of us had to climb into the caves anu crevices in the tall
mountain to lead them down. Our joy anu relief were indescribable. After miunight, we were at the police station. The
administrative red-tape was troublesome, so we didn't get a
chance to sleep until morning had come. Though all of us
were tired, here was still a spark of life, a ray of light in our
gaunt anu lean faces. We staycu in Pak l'hanang 8 days and
on Mar.I 2, the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugee Affairs
look us to Songkhla.
For now our live arc peaceful, we arc 1101 thrcale11cd,
we are not starving and we no longer hear the roar of the sea
waves drowning out the barbaric howls or the pirates in the
night. We will never forget our tragic journey and the painful anu sliamefilled uays we spent on the "hell 011 earth" of
Ko Kra Island.
We have great respect for the Vietnamese women,
who had suffered unc.lcr the chai11s of Com111u11ism a11cl now
hall suffered abuse to their boc.lics and their ho11or in order lo
ensure the survival of their shipmates as they went out seeking freedom on a trip frnugh t with unforeseen c.langcrs. To
us, these women arc still pure .111d saintly and 11Hire r,1clia11t
than ever.
Now, we who have found our freedom raise our
voices and our hearts for the people who have more than
once lived and c.lied for freedom.

Ly Ba I lung
Songkhla, July 3. 1980
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the· JH>:,1li<>11 ur \he rig. Anyway, we thought, that man who
wa, ruidi11g us has neill1a a conscience nor a sense of humanity. There we were before his eyes-on the brink of ,.kalha11d he w<>11ldn 't raise a hand to help us, but instead tricked
us. And ir we went back he would surely drive us oi'f 111orc
cruelly next time. As it was, we decided to place our lives
in the hands or fate and continue in the vicious sea and winds.
The next 111orning, a: propeller blade on our engine
ill ul.c. We· dropped anchor and prepared to replace the broken piece, but because of the rough waters.we couldn't sec
propcdy. We had to use our outboard motor to head off
agai11 and wait until the seas calmed down enough before we
cu11Jd fix the engine. But an hour later we were nearly out of
g;1s, su, once again, we dropped anchor and let someone
down to try and fix the propeller.
Aft a about a half hour changing the broken piece, a
Thai pirate boat, munbcred 2325, came upon us. They ra111mcd I heir vessel into ours and put a crack in the stern. They
knllckcd a hole in the side as well and water began to pour in.
We had to use our clothing to stop up the leak. Meanwhile,
they used a hook to pull thc111selves right up along side us.
"fhen 8 or 9 of the111 charged on board our boat, leaping so
hard they made us wobble and nearly turn over. They had
knives and ham111crs to bully us and they forced our pilot
and mechanic over to their boat.
Our women and children wept and screamed and we
plc;1dcd wilh 1he pirates. 13ut they paid us no mind and
bL'!\an their search. They dumped all our fuel, food, clothes
and [!OOds ovc"rboard and ripped the boat apart. They felt
and squce1.ed every part of everyone's body. A nu111ber of
them thrust their hands into the girls' private parts (four
ll"llrds were clcietcd from the Vietnan1esc version-translator)
and laughed in delight as the girls doubled up in fear, crying
and bL'gging lhcm to stop. It was horrible to have to watch
tlics~ things.
Arter 1he search was over, the piralcs pmu1dcd up
our cngiuc and hurled the outboard into the sea. Then they
all went lu 011e side of our _boat and pushccl dow11 lwrd so
th,11 the boat began to wobble and sink.
/\II was chaos then. Scre,uns, the calls of women
and children, !he howls of mcn ... Evcryone fought to get out
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of the boat by jumping into lhe water. One person was s1uar1
cnougl1 to think or letting out a big lifesaver made from a
truck's inncrtube that had been tied to the stern and this
saved most of us since almost none of us could swim.
During this time, I and a brother and sister had jusl
come up from the hold. Seeing th"at our boat was tipped over
am] water was tlowing in, my brother and I went quickly lei
the other side in hopes we had enougl1 strcnglh to push the
boat back up. But that effort proved to be futile and we continued to take on water. The boat went down fast, taking
with it me, my brother and sister and six others. My brother
was s111art. With one great brc,1th he jumped in. My J"ather
saw him and swam over to get him and bring him to the lifesaver where he was tied on. As for me, I was caught by an
airholc with a mesh covering at the s·tern aml using my hcaJ I
beat at the mesh to brnak it so I coulJ get ou I. lvhlny times I
was exhausted aml stilled and wanted lo just let go and die,
but my surviv,d instinct forced me to continue beating my
· head against the fence. It took nine or ten tin1es before the
n1esh finally broke. 'There was a IO year-old boy, Nguyen
Bao Quoc, hanging around my neck at the time. I le must
have grabbed on while I was hitting the mesh. lie was holJing on so tight he nearly choked me. With all my strength I
pulled 111ysclf through the hole, taking the boy with me. We
were both scraped and scratched up by the fence, but I kit
no pain-only fear. Once off the boat, I hL'id my brcalh and
the sea force brought me to the surface. Seeing everyone
around me, I called out, then lost my breath and the boy and
I went under. I came up again and called out anJ once lllore
went down. This happened several times bd'ore my father
found me and swa111 over to pull me and the boy to' the lifesaver. With my left hand I grabbed the lifesaver and with the
other I took tlw boy off Illy neck and put him inside it. That
is how we both escaped death.
The pirates had swu1n hack to their boal, started the
engine and sailed off. We were dcspcralc and w;1icctl for the
god of death tu come and take us ,11vay. But 15 nlinutcs
later, for some re,1son, the pirates came h,1ck and pulled us
into their vessel. Once on l,0;1rd, we looked oVc'J" our group
and discovered that b of us were missing; Ly Nguyet ~tinh,
14, my sister; Nguyen Vu,!, son or Nguyen Viet Khan; l l)J,tig,
12, and Thn,14, children of Nguyen Van Bau and Le \i

"
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1 w... y 1..-.ill u.:.1..- un.. wurn..:y ,11 tuc11 sea1et1 envetopes to purchase

supplies at the store (s). Their name badges indicate which economic level they belong to. Explain that many dtizens are
poor, and some have no money at all. They may call on friends,
welfare worker(s), and the minister, or get funds any other way
they can. At the end of the time period, each citizen must have
a collage to Jiang on the wall.

Storekeepers are told to sell materials the workers need. In a
Glue Store, glue costs I</, in a Paper Store, a small sheet of
colored tissue paper is 2</, scissors cost 3</, etc. Storekeepers
may overcharge, sell damaged merchandise or bargain. They
should encourage wealthy customers to spend money. The
poor should be mistreated. Near the end of the time limit, they
can reduce prices or increase them. They can also use the police
officer to collect IOUs from customers, and citizens may be
jailed for not paying.
The police officer patrols the area, spying on the poor and
harassing them. Especially watch for cheating and stealing,
and rough up offenders. Ridicule poor people and side with
the wealthy. Make arrests and place offenders in "jail" for
I to five minutes. ·
'

sit-ins. demonstrations, boycotts, etc. May ad1icl'c goals either
constructively or destructiveiY: The police will. or course, oppose
this activity.

Game obsen•ers need to make a list quickly of who has how much
money, and who is playing what other role. Record comments
and interaction between players for later discussion.
4. Begin the game. At the end of your allotted time period ( 10, 15,
or 20 minutes) call time. Display all collages J'or cheers and
jeers.
5. To begin discussion, ask for feelings from the players. Be sure
to let the observers tell what they saw happening in terms or
group dynamics. You might also use such questions as:
In what ways was this like real life'?
In what ways was it unlike real life?
What insights did you getdurh!.g this game''
In what ways is real life unfair to the poor'? In what ways
do we contribute to that unfairness'? What can we do?

The welfare worker (s) has a few half-cent pieces to help the
poor. Require them to fill out long forms and wait for long
periods to get a little money. Ask personal questions like: "What
will you do with your money? How much money did you gel?
llavc you tried to get help somewhere else?"
The minister gives out very little money, which has been gotten
by asking the wealthy for donations. Talk to the poor about
their relationship to the church and give out money only to
those who promise to attend church.
The supervisor directs the game. Know who is playing what
role and who has money. Act as ,a catalyst by being very pushy
and insulting. Demand that the poor produce better, but be
unsatisfied with the work they do. May even reject some
finished products, saying they could be better.
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APPENDIX 10

Topics

Concepts/Key Ideas

How did the forces of nationalism, industrialism,
imperialism, and militarism bring about changes in
both the Western and non-Western world?

Science and society
Invention and
technology
. I.ndu,trialization
Ethnocentrism
Independence
Power and politics
Communication
Comparative
economic systems
Diplomacy
Im!cerialism
Co onialism
Technological
change
-.

What forces led to the development of nation states?
How were exploration and colonialization influenced by the
growth of capitalism and mercantilism?
How did imperialism and colonialism help create extoitations, tensions, and confrontations that led to con ict in
the world?
How did the Industrial Revolution shape nations, cities,
and lifestyles throughout the world?
How has war, revolution, and conflict reshaped the power
structure of the world?
How can we explain the impact of competing ideologies
such as communism and socialism on the world order?
What efforts have been made to achieve world peace?

What will our planet earth be like in the next year,
decade, or century?
What do people mean when they say the world has become
like a global city or global village?
What responsibilities do we have to others as individuals
and as members of the larger society?
Can we look forward to a world of improved human rights
and dignity?
How might today's technological change have the same
impact on us as the Industrial Revolution on the past?
What is the hope for disarmament and peace?
What is the role of international organizations (UN,
UNESCO, Amnesty International, and the Red Cross) in
attempting to solve pressing world problems?
What will the world of our children be like?
How might the Information Age influence our behavior and
values?

How do the histories and cultures of African societies
contribute to world history? (Teachers are encouraged
to select three nations as a focus for this study, including.
Nigeria and South Africa; the third nation could be
Tanzania, Algeria, Zaire.or Kenya.)*
How has the environment affected agricultural, political,
and industrial development in Africa?
How can basic human values of family, kinship, concensus,
problem solving, and equity be preserved in increasingly
stratified societies?

Global society
Developed and
developing nations
Global citizenship
Survival ·
Planetarv ecocide
Human·r-ights
Global deadlines
Self-interest
War and peace

Nationalism
Automation
Peace
.War.conflict .. Suffering
Human rifrhts
Foreign a airs
Socialism
Communism
Militarism Isolationism
Totalitarianism
Ethnocentrism
Interdependence
-

O!cpression
G obal interdependence
Information Age
Spaceship Earth
Preservation
of culture
Foreign policy
Technological
change

-

Monotheism
Land tenure
Islam
Land use
Extended family
Christianitv
One commodity
economy
Neocolonialism
One-party
democracy

Colonialism
Kinship
Socialism
Ethnicity
Aoartheid
Refugees
Concensus
Oral tradition
Economic
dependency

•Note: Some teachers may decide to focus on one geographic area and study that area in depth. Questions
related to five geographic areas (Africa, Asia, Latin America, Australia, and the Middle East) are
suggested as starting points for further curriculum development. These questions may also be used for
organizing ideas where area studies and/or global studies courses are offered as separate advanced courses.

-
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Concepts/Key Ideas

Topics
How do the histories and cultures of African societies
contribute to world history? (continued)
What are the cultural consequences of the slave trade in
Africa and the New World?
How have colonization, neocolonialism, and class development affected economics, politics, and culture in Africa?
What are the contributions of African arts, music, and
literature to the world?
How do traditional African religions, Islam, and Christianity incorporate varying African values?
How has the apartheid state of South Africa developed and
sustained itself as an economic and political power?
In the coming years, how will African nations individually
or collectively address these issues:
• Drought in the Sahel?
• The disparity of economic development between the
northern and southern hemisphere?
• Resolving the question of Namibia?
• Population growth?
• Transitions from traditional economic systems to more
develooed economies?
• Natural resource development?
• The migration of peoples?
• The influence of Western powers?
What should be the nature of United States foreign policy
toward Africa?
How will the education of girls and women influence
change in Africa?
How has geography influenced the history and
economic development of Asia?
What are the major land-use patterns in Asia?
How have they influenced population size,occupations,
trade, and values?
How are Asian cultural values reflected in art, literature,
folklore, and religion?
Whv has Asia been considered a cultural crossroad?
Ho,;, have the political and economic interests of European
nations and the United States influenced the course of
Asian history?
Why was Asia vulnerable to exploitation?
What are some of the important and unique contributions
of Asian nations to the rest of the world?
What changes did World War II bring to Asia?
Why was independence possible?

What were important parts of the culture of the first
inhabitants of the American continents?
What indigenous cultures inhabited the American continents before the fifteenth century?
What events led to the arrival of European and African
people on the American continents?
How did environmental factors affect the various peoples
who arrived on the American continents?
What cultural differences existed among the various European and African groups and between all these groups
and the Native Americans?
How did cultural differences lead to conflict?
What patterns of settlement and enculturation are evident
in the history of our community?
What are the major contributions of the Native Americans
to the settlement and development of our nation? What
examples of these contributions remain with us today?

Dynasty
Steppe
Nomadic tribes
Cultural revolution
Foreign
entanglements
Standard ofliving
Nuclear and
extended family

Habitat
Communes
Partition
Modernization
Over-po ulation
Cultura ecology
Caste system
Sphere of
influence

Migration
Environmental
determinism
Value conflict
Adaptability
Cultural exchange

Slave trade
Imperialism
Religious
freedom
Land use and
ownership

1
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Topics
Why is the Middle East referred to as the crossroads
of three continents?

What has been the influence of geography on the Middle
East both in the past and at the present?
How have the historic conflicts in the Middle East contributed to the shape of the world today?
, How did the European Crusades produce crises and opportunities in the Middle East?
\ What role have the several religions and cultural groups
played in the Middle East as forces for continuity and
I change?
I What role did the Middle East play in both eastern and
western history
What impact have Middle Eastern religions (Judaism,
Christianity, Islam, and Zoroastrianism) had on Middle
Eastern science, art, architecture, politics, culture, and
ethnicity?
What are some of the historical roots of the present crises in
the Middle East? the Lebanese Civil War? PalestinianZionist impasse? Iran-Iraq war?
What modern examples do we have in the Middle East of
conflict between secular nationalism and religious
universalism? What efforts have been made to achieve
peace in the geographic region?
How has the political and economic transformation of the
Middle East brought about social and cultural change?
What changes are currently underway and with what
possible results on urbanization, status of women, increased educational opportunities, and Westernization
vs. return to Islamic fundamentalism?
What influences do nations and events outside the Middle
East have on the region?
How has the production of oil in the Middle East contributed to instability in the world?
How did the establishment oflsrael in 1948 change the
political, social, military, and economic dynamics of the
region?
How can women contribute to political, social, economic,
and cultural development of the Middle East?

Concepts/Key Ideas
Secular nationalism
Zionism
International trade
Migration
Shuttle diplomancy
Justice and peace
Kibbutz
Religious
universalism

Pluralism
Crusades
Monothesism
Homeland
Alphabet
Revolutionaries
Existence
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APPENDIX 11

RESOURCES FOR GLOBAL STUDIES

No one textbook will fulfill the need for an exciting, up-to-date and
integrated global studies course. Fortunately there are innumerable
supplementary resources readily available. The first place to look for
supplementary resources is the library. Flathead High's library has some
state of the art informational services such as CD ROM and X-PRESS as
well as up-to-date publications on individual countries. And don't overlook
the audio-visual collection for expanding your classes· world perspective.
Aid agencies, the United Nations and all its many bodies as well as
foreign embassies are also excellent sources for free or very inexpensive
materials to supplement your class text. Listed below are just a few of
the many organizations which are anxious to help educate people about the
world.

CARE
660 First Ave.
New York, NY 10016
UNICEF
331 E. 38th Street
New York, NY 10016
African- American Institute
833 United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017
African Studies Association
255 Kinsey Hall
405 Hilgard Ave.
University of California
Los Angeles, CA 90024
America-Mideast Educational and Training Services, Inc.
1100 17th Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

American - African Affairs Association, Inc.
1735 DeSales Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
American Council for the Study of Islamic Societies
138 Tolentine Hall
Villanova University
Villanova, PN 19085
The Asia Society,lnc.
725 Park Ave.
New York, NY 10021
Council of lntercultural Studies and Programs
777 United Nations Plaza No. 9A
New York, NY 10017
Global Perspectives in Education, Inc.
45 John Street, Suite 1200
New York, NY 10038
Institute of International Education
809 United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017
International Studies Association
James F. Byrnes International Center
University of South Carolina
Columbia, SC 29208
The Middle East Institute
1761 N Street, N. W.
Washington, DC
National Council of World Affairs Organizations
c/o World Affairs Council of Philadelphia
Third Floor, Wannamaker Building
1300 Market Street
Philadelphia, PN 19107

Society for International Education,Training and Research
1505 22nd Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20037
Amnesty lnternat10nal
304 W. 58th Street
New York, NY 10019
Media Networks Guide to films on Central America
208 West 13th Street
New York, NY 10011
Jeannette Rankin Peace Resource Center
211 West Front St.
Missoula, MT 59802
(406)543-3955
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APPENDIX 12

WORKSHOP EVALUATION

1. What activities and/or information did you find the most useful? Why?

2. What activities and/or information did you find the least useful? Why?

3. Would you recommend any changes in the format or content of the
workshop? Why?

4. How likely are you now to change some aspect of your teaching as a
result of taking this workshop?
not likely

somewhat likely

very likely

5. Would you like to take a further global studies workshop?

6. Any comments or suggestions?
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